Small and medium enterprise (SME)
lending with Fusion Loan IQ
Your commercial lending solution of
tomorrow, today.
The world’s most trusted commercial loan platform, Fusion Loan IQ makes it possible
you to service all business lines across SME and specialty lending in single solution.
Fusion Loan IQ is always evolving, with new functions continually being rolled out.

Key drivers behind SME lending transformation

Cost efficiency

Real-time access

Automation

For lenders, efficiency is essential to success. With our standard API’s and
interfaces, your own solutions can be integrated and automated,
creating a scalable solution to the challenge of SME lending.

Key features

Asset based lending

Advanced collateral
management

Construction real estate
budget tracking

The market leading solution, Fusion Loan IQ, gives SME and specialty lenders
the capabilities they need. All in a single application with common standards,
workflow and business processes, and maximum scalability.

With Fusion Loan IQ for SME lending, you can enjoy
a whole suite of benefits:

Simplified system
architecture

Reduction of total
cost of ownership

Optimized operating
models

Revenue growth

Automated high volume
transactions

Ready for LIBOR

Future proof your
investment

“If your business involves highly complex syndicated loans and large
volumes of bilateral loans, you need one system that can manage
your entire loan portfolio, booking and processing activities while
simultaneously handling a high volume of transactions.”
Paul Marchetti,
Senior Principal Product Manager at Finastra

What’s next for Fusion Loan IQ SME Lending?

Billing and payment
integration

Simplified
servicing

Automation and exception
management

With features that enable simplified input and streamlined workflows coupled
with robust loan accounting functionality, Fusion Loan IQ is designed to
efficiently manage your organization’s lending operations, so you can focus
on growing your business.

Speak to us today to get the commercial lending solution
of tomorrow.
Contact us

Finastra is unlocking the power of finance for everyone by creating a platform for open innovation in the world of financial services.
To find out more, visit finastra.com
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